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SERVICE PROVIDING SYSTEM, SECOND
CONNECTING PART, SERVICE PROVIDING
DEVICE, SECOND CONNECTING PART
CONTROL PROGRAM AND SERVICE PROVIDING
DEVICE CONTROL PROGRAM
RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims priority to Japanese Patent

end of poWer and a load side, a control part connected to the

Watt-hour meter and the electromagnetic interrupter, and a
card reader/Writer con?gured to be a card inserting type,

Wherein the Watt-hour meter With the digital pulse output
measures the Watt-hours supplied from a poWer netWork,
and the money amount corresponding to the Watt-hours is

subtracted from the prepaid card (contactless IC card)
inserted into the card reader.

Application No. 2003-077645 ?led Mar. 20, 2003 Which is

[0008]

hereby expressly incorporated by reference herein in its

When a connected apparatus receives service such as elec

entirety.

HoWever, in all of the above Patent Documents,

tricity supply, an IC card such as prepaid card is required as
Well as a connecting means to connect the apparatus to a

BACKGROUND

[0002]

1. Field of the Invention

[0003] The present invention relates to a service providing
system for providing a predetermined service to an appara
tus through a second connecting part, and particularly, to a
service providing system that can easily determine Whether
the service is available to the second connecting part or not,
by connecting a ?rst connecting part, provided on the service
providing device to provide a predetermined service, and the
second connecting part Whose one end is connected With the

apparatus.
[0004] 2. Description of the Related Art
[0005] Conventionally, there is an electric automatic vend
ing machine that can charge an electric apparatus by paying

at an out-of-home place (Refer to Japanese laid-open patent
publication No. 6-231361). From this automatic vending
machine, electricity can be purchased by prepaid cards such
as magnetic card and IC card as Well as actual money, and

electricity is supplied to the electric apparatus, connected to
the electric automatic vending machine, depending on the
set electricity amount (set by money amount), amount of
actual money received into a coin receiver or remaining

amount of the prepaid card received into the prepaid card
receiver. Then, When supply of the set electricity amount is

completed, When supply of electricity by money amount
received into the coin receiver is completed, or When the
prepaid card received into a prepaid card receiver has no
remaining amount of money, a comparator detects these
situations, and a signal is input to a control part, and supply

of electricity to the connected electric apparatus is stopped

by activating an electromagnetic sWitch by controlling the
control part.
[0006]

Furthermore, there is a charging device for electric

vehicles that can charge electricity to an electric vehicle by

device Which provides service. When the IC card is lost, or
one forgets to bring the IC card to a place Where the device
providing service eXists, the IC card can be purchased at the

site if it is disposable, hoWever, if the device requires a
speci?c IC card, in Which a card user is registered as a

member and customer information is stored, service of
electric supply cannot be received.
[0009]

Furthermore, as for connection of an apparatus to

a service providing device Which provides service, the above
Patent Documents do not describe countermeasures for
misconnection of the apparatus such as misconnection of an
apparatus Which does not correspond to the service or

misconnection to a connecting part When the service pro

viding part has a plurality of connecting parts. Thus, the
present invention has been developed in vieW of the
unsolved problems Which the related arts possess, and is

intended to provide a service providing system capable of
easily determining the service availability of the service
receiving apparatus to the service providing device, a second
connecting part, a service providing device, a second con
necting part control program and a service providing device
control program.
SUMMARY

[0010] In order to achieve the above-described object, the
present invention relates to a service providing system,
Which provides a predetermined service to an apparatus

through a second connecting part by connecting a ?rst
connecting part, provided on a service providing system, and
one end of the second connecting part, Whose other end is
connected to a predetermined apparatus, Wherein the second

connecting part comprises: an identi?cation information
storage means for storing identi?cation information for the
second connecting part; and an identi?cation information
sending means for sending the identi?cation information to
the service providing system in response to a request from

paying (Refer to Japanese laid-open patent publication No.

the service providing device. The service providing device

7-143610). This charging device for electric vehicles houses

comprises: an identi?cation information acquiring means for
acquiring identi?cation information from the second con

a charging cable, having a connector on its end, in the lid,
unlocks the lid based on the customer data read from

memory card (IC card) by a card reader/Writer, and locks the
lid by a charge ending signal and a lid close signal, Whereby
opening and closing of the lid is controlled by the memory
card.

[0007]

necting part approaching the ?rst connecting part; a ?rst
connecting part information storage means for storing infor
mation of the ?rst connecting part; an availability determin
ing means for determining Whether the ?rst connecting part
is available to the second connecting part or not, based on

Furthermore, there is a prepaid card type settlement

device Which can settle fees such as electricity fee and gas

fee paid for usage of media supplied from a lifeline (Refer

to Japanese laid-open patent publication No. 13-338335).
This prepaid card type settlement device comprises a Watt
hour meter With a digital pulse output and an electromag
netic interrupter, Which are connected betWeen a receiving

the identi?cation information acquired by the identi?cation
information acquiring means and the information of the ?rst
connecting part; and a determining result notifying means

for notifying information indicating a determining result by
the availability determining means to a system-user.

[0011] With this con?guration, as for the ?rst invention,
the second connecting part can store the identi?cation infor
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mation of the second connecting part by the identi?cation

commercially available LAN cable, the expression of “one

information storage means, and can send the identi?cation
information to the service providing device in response to

end is coupled to the predetermined apparatus.

the request from the service providing device, Wherein the
service providing device can acquire the identi?cation infor
mation from the second connecting part approaching the ?rst

connecting part by the identi?cation information acquiring
means, and can store the information of the ?rst connecting

part by the ?rst connecting part information storage means,
and can determine Whether the ?rst connecting part is
available to the second connecting part or not by the
availability determining means, based on the identi?cation

information acquired by the identi?cation information
acquiring means and information of the ?rst connecting part,
and can notify the information indicating the determining
result by the availability determining means to the system
user by the determining result notifying means.
[0012] Accordingly, a system-user, such as the possessor
of the predetermined apparatus, can knoW Whether the

second connecting part is connectable to the ?rst connecting
part by bringing the second connecting part, Whose one end
is connected to the predetermined apparatus, closer to the

?rst connecting part provided on the service providing
device. Therefore, the possibility of connecting the second
part to a Wrong connecting destination can be reduced.

[0013] The predetermined apparatus means a portable
information processing apparatus such as PC (Personal

Computer), cellular phone and PDA (Personal Digital Assis
tant), an apparatus Which is operated by electricity as a
poWer source, an apparatus Which can charge electricity, or
an apparatus Which can send or receive information by an

electric signal, such as a game machine, charging type

battery, electric vehicle, audio apparatus, video apparatus,
other home electric apparatus and industrial electric appa
ratus.

[0014] Furthermore, the ?rst connecting part is a socket
for supplying electricity in factory, store or public place, or

end is connected” means a state that a connecting part on one

[0017] Furthermore, the determination result notifying
means noti?es a determination result to a system-user by

light, sound or image (including letters) display. For
eXample, if the approaching second connecting part corre
sponds to the right one, a blue light lights up, or sound or a
sound message indicating the right one is output, or a blue

color image is displayed. On the other hand, if the approach
ing second connecting part does not correspond the right
one, a red light lights up, or sound or a sound message

indicating the Wrong one (i.e., not the right one) is output, or
a red color image is displayed.
[0018] Furthermore, the relation betWeen the ?rst connect
ing part and the second connecting part can also be consid
ered to be that either one of the connecting parts is a plug and
the other one is a plug-inserting port. The plug is an inserting
?Xture used to connect or cut a circuit in electrical machines,
and is generally installed to a detachable part such as a cable,

and inserted into a plug-inserting port such as a jack, outlet,

receptacle, socket and/or plug socket. The plug also includes
a ?Xture called by other names such as pin and connector

Whatever they are electrically coupled.

[0019] Furthermore, the predetermined service is thought
to be electric supply service or providing service of data
such as video data and music data to a predetermined

apparatus connected through the second connecting part.
Furthermore, as for the second invention, in addition to the
?rst invention, the identi?cation information includes infor
mation on the possessor of the second connecting part, and
comprises a user information storage means for storing
information of a user Who can use the predetermined service,

and an authenticating means for authenticating the possessor
based on the information regarding the possessor of the
second connecting part and the information of the user,

a connector for a LAN cable connection to connect to an

Wherein the availability determining means determines
Whether the ?rst connecting part is available to the second

information distributing device connected to a netWork such
as the Internet, or other connecting terminal for outputting

connecting part or not also based on the authentication result
of the authenticating means.

an audio signal such as music and songs, or others that can

be electrically coupled to the predetermined apparatus When
connected to the second connecting part.

[0015]

[0020] That is, the identi?cation information of the second
connecting part includes the information regarding the pos
sessor of the second connecting part. The user information

In this application, there is an eXpression “one end

storage means can store information of the user Who can use

is connected to”. This means, for eXample, that if a connec
tor or the like, Which is to be a second connecting part, has

the predetermined service, the authenticating means can
authenticate the possessor based on the information regard
ing the possessor of the second connecting part and infor
mation of the user, and the availability determining means
can determine Whether the ?rst connecting part is available
to the second connecting part also based on the authenticat
ing result of the authenticating means.

pins or metallic parts for mounting onto a printed board,
these pins and parts are the one end. The state of the “one
end is connected to” is a state that is incorporated into the
predetermined apparatus in such a manner of being mounted

onto the printed board of the predetermined apparatus side
through pins or metallic parts for mounting, Which are the
one end. An inserting port, into Which a plug or the like is

inserted, of the second part becomes the other end.

[0016] Furthermore, for eXample, if the predetermined
apparatus is a charging type battery, the other end of the
second connecting part is its positive terminal or negative

[0021] Accordingly, depending on Whether the possessor
of the second connecting part is stored by the user informa
tion storage means or not, the possessor is authenticated, and

if the possessor is not authenticated, it is possible to notify
to the user that the ?rst connecting part is not available,

thereby alloWing for management of customer information.

terminal. In this case, the expression of “one end is con

Furthermore, as for the third invention, in addition to the ?rst

nected” means a state that the metallic part inside of a

or second invention, the service providing device comprises

battery of each terminal contacts liquid in the battery.
Furthermore, for eXample, if the second connecting part

a service providing means for providing or shutting doWn
the predetermined service based on the determining result of
the availability determining means.

eXists on one end and the other end of a cable like a
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[0022]

That is, the service providing device can provide or

semiconductor carrier ID, a stick type is the most popular. As

shut doWn the predetermined service based on the determin

for the ones seWn to linen-related clothes, a coin type is the

ing result of the availability determining means by the

most popular.

service providing means. Therefore, the service can be

[0027] The contactless identi?cation tag is equipped With

Withheld until the second connecting part corresponding to
the ?rst connecting part is approached (or connected), or on
the other hand, the service can be shut doWn When the
second connecting part, not corresponding to the ?rst con

a storage area used for data-read only or Where data read/
Write can be carried out Without constraint, and furthermore,
there are some that can be operated by contactless poWer
transfer from an antenna side even if a battery is not

necting part, is approached (or connected). If the service is

provided. Moreover, the RFID system is an ID system Which

the supply of electricity, this can prevent electric shock by

uses a radio Wave and an electromagnetic Wave as a

contact to the ?rst connecting part, and accidents such as

medium, Wherein the contactless identi?cation tag has three
features of: (1) a siZe that is easy to carry, (2) storing
information to an electronic circuit, and (3) communicating

electric shock by an improper connection.

[0023] Furthermore, as for the fourth invention, in addi
tion to any of the ?rst through third inventions, the second
connecting part comprises a contactless identi?cation tag,
Wherein the contactless identi?cation tag includes the iden
ti?cation information storage means, the identi?cation infor
mation sending means and a poWer generation means for

generating drive poWer by an electromagnetic Wave sent

from the service providing device, and the service providing
device includes an electromagnetic Wave sending means for

poWer supply for sending an electromagnetic Wave for

supplying poWer to the second connecting part approaching
the ?rst connecting part.

by contactless communication.

[0028] Accordingly, the RFID system is used for integrat
ing people, an article, a car or the like having a contactless

identi?cation tag and their information. That is, people, an
article, and a car can take out required information at any
time and in a certain place, and can Write in neW information
as required. Moreover, as for a typical RFID, there are four
methods as folloWs: an electromagnetic-coupling method to
carry out communication With a contactless identi?cation

tag by using mainly mutual induction of a coil by the
alternating current magnetic ?eld; an electromagnetic-in
duction method to carry out communication With a contact

[0024] That is, the second connecting part comprises a

less identi?cation tag by using mainly an electromagnetic

contactless identi?cation tag, Wherein the contactless iden

Wave of 250 kHZ or less, or a long and medium Wave band
of 13.56 MHZ; a microWave method to carry out data
communication betWeen an antenna at the side of a reader/

ti?cation tag can: store the identi?cation information of the

second connecting part by the identi?cation information
storage means; can send the identi?cation information to the

service providing device in response to the request from the

service providing device by the identi?cation information
sending means; and can generate drive poWer from the
electromagnetic Wave sent from the service providing device

Writer and a contactless identi?cation tag by a microWave of
a 2.45 GHZ band; and an optical method Which arranges an
LED as a generation source of light, and arranges a photo
transistor or the like as a light receiver, and carries out

by the poWer generation means, Wherein the service provid

communication With a contactless identi?cation tag by using
light transmission in space.

ing device can send an electromagnetic Wave for supplying

[0029]

poWer to the second connecting part approaching the ?rst
connecting part by the electromagnetic Wave sending means
for poWer supply.

[0025] Accordingly, for example, if the second connecting
part is a plug, simply by mounting a contactless identi?ca
tion tag on the plug, it is possible to knoW Whether the

plug-inserting port corresponds to the plug When the plug

There are four kinds of access methods as folloWs:

a single access mode, a FIFO (First In First Out) access
mode, a multi-access mode, and a selective access mode. As
for the single access mode, the number of contactless
identi?cation tags that eXist Within an antenna communica
tion range is one, therefore When a plurality of contactless
identi?cation tags eXist Within the antenna communication
range, a communication error occurs and thus the commu

approaches the plug-inserting port, Which is the ?rst con

nication can not be made.

necting part, thereby alloWing the system-user to be pre
vented from inserting a plug into an improper plug inserting

[0030] As for the FIFO access mode, the communication
can be made, by taking turns, With contactless identi?cation

port. In addition, because this can be used for the system
simply by mounting a contactless identi?cation tag on a
plug, the present invention can be easily applied to various
kinds of plugs. In addition, because the contactless identi
?cation tag can generate drive poWer from an electromag
netic Wave for supplying poWer from the service providing

tags that enter the communication range of an antenna
sequentially. Because an access prohibition process is car
ried out on the contactless identi?cation tag, Which ?nished

device, a poWer source such as battery is not necessary to

if one neW tag enters the communication range of the

operate the contactless identi?cation tag.
[0026] The contactless identi?cation tag is preferably one
such as used in an RFID (Radio Frequency Identi?cation)
system, and is generally called a data carrier or the like.
There are various kinds of shapes such as a label type, a card

type, a coin type, and a stick type. These shapes closely
relate to the applications in Which they are used, and, for
eXample, things that people carry include a card shape or a
key holder shape fabricated from a label shape. As for a

the communication, even if a plurality of tags, Which ?n
ished the communication, eXist Within the communication
range of the antenna, the communication can be made only

antenna. HoWever, if contactless identi?cation tags simul
taneously enter the communication range, a communication
error occurs and thus the communication can not be made.

Once the contactless identi?cation tag, Whose access has

been prohibited, goes outside the communication range,
communication can be made again.

[0031] As for the multi-access mode, the communication
With all contactless identi?cation tags can be made, even if
a plurality of contactless identi?cation tags eXist Within the
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communication range of an antenna. The selective access

mode, Where the communication can be made With a speci?c
contactless identi?cation tag among a plurality of contact
less identi?cation tags that eXist Within the communication
range, can be realiZed by a command to assign numbers to
the contactless identi?cation tags Within the communication
range, and a command to carry out the communication With

[0036] That is, the service providing device can calculate
the price to provide the predetermined service for the
apparatus by the price calculating means, and the service
providing system can settle a charging fee of the predeter
mined service to the possessor of the identi?cation infor
mation based on the calculating result of the price calculat
ing means and the identi?cation information regarding the

a speci?c contactless identi?cation tag based on the assigned
number.

possessor.

[0032]

user uses, is available as information regarding the pos

As for the ?fth invention, in addition to any of the

?rst through fourth inventions, the second connecting part
comprises a determining result information receiving means

for receiving information including the determining result of
the availability determining means sent from the service
providing device, and a status notifying means for notifying
the predetermined status of the second connecting part to the
?rst connecting part to the system-user based on the infor

[0037]

Accordingly, if a bank account number, Which the

sessor, the entire service from providing service to settle
ment of charging fees can be conducted even Without things,
such as a card, other than the second connecting part.
Furthermore, the seventh invention is for the second con

necting part in the ?rst invention, Wherein the second
connecting part comprises an identi?cation information stor

mation including the determining result received by the
determining result information receiving means, Wherein the
service providing device comprises a determining result

age means for storing the identi?cation information of the
second connecting part, and an identi?cation information
sending means for sending the identi?cation information to
the service providing device in response to the request from

information sending means for sending information includ

the service providing device.

ing the determining result made by the availability deter

[0038] The present invention is for the second connecting
part in the ?rst invention, and thus the description of the

mining means to the second connecting part approaching the

?rst connecting part.

effect thereof Will be omitted so as not to be duplicated.

means, and can notify a predetermined status of the second

Furthermore, as for the eighth invention, in addition to the
seventh invention, the identi?cation information includes
information of the user of the second connecting part. The
present invention is for the second connecting part in the
second invention, and thus the description of the effect

connecting part to the ?rst connecting part to the system

thereof Will be omitted so as not to be duplicated.

user based on the information including the determining

[0039] Furthermore, the ninth invention, in addition to the
seventh or eighth invention, comprises a contactless identi

[0033] That is, the second connecting part can receive
information including the determining result of the avail
ability determining means, sent from the service providing

device, by the determining result information receiving

result received by the determining result information receiv
ing means, Wherein the service providing device can send

?cation tag, Wherein the contactless identi?cation tag com

information including the determining result by the avail
ability determining means to the second connecting part

prises the identifying means, the identi?cation information

approaching the ?rst connecting part, by the determining
result information sending means.

[0034] Accordingly, for example, by moving the second
connecting part toWard the ?rst connecting part, Whether the
?rst connecting part corresponds to the second connecting
part or not can be knoWn at the second connecting part.

Therefore, it is possible to prevent the second connecting
part from being connected to an improper connecting part.
The determination result notifying means noti?es a deter

mination result to a system-user by light, sound or image

(including letters) display. For eXample, if the to-be-ap
proached ?rst connecting part corresponds to the right one,
a blue light lights up, or sound or a sound message indicating
the right one is output, or a blue color image is displayed. On

the other hand, if the to-be-approached ?rst connecting part
does not correspond the right one, a red light lights up, or
sound or a sound message indicating the Wrong one is

output, or a red color image is displayed.

[0035] Furthermore, as for the siXth invention, in addition
to any of the second through the ?fth inventions, the service
providing device comprises a price calculating means for
calculating a price to provide the predetermined service for
the apparatus, and has a feature of settling a charging fee of
the predetermined service to the possessor of the identi?
cation information based on the calculating result of the
price calculating means and the identi?cation information
regarding the possessor.

sending means, and a poWer generating means for generat
ing drive poWer from an electromagnetic Wave sent from the

service providing device. The present invention is for the
second connecting part in the fourth invention, and thus the
description of the effect thereof Will be omitted so as not to

be duplicated.
[0040] Furthermore, the tenth invention, in addition to any
of the seventh through ninth inventions, comprises a deter
mining result information receiving means for receiving
information including the determining result of the avail
ability determining means sent from the service providing
device, and a status notifying means for notifying the
predetermined status of the second connecting part to the
?rst connecting part to a system-user based on the informa

tion including the determining result received by the deter
mining result information receiving means.
[0041] The present invention is for the second connecting
part in the ?fth invention, and thus the description of the
effect thereof Will be omitted so as not to be duplicated.

Furthermore, the eleventh invention is for the service pro
viding device in the ?rst invention, comprising an identi?
cation information acquiring means for acquiring the iden
ti?cation information from the second connecting part

approaching the ?rst connecting part, a ?rst connecting part
information storage means for storing information of the
?rst connecting part, an availability determining means for

determining Whether the ?rst connecting part is available to
the second connecting part or not based on the identi?cation
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information acquired by the identi?cation information

effect thereof Will be omitted so as not to be duplicated.

acquiring means and the information of the ?rst connecting
part, and a determining result notifying means for notifying
the information indicating the determining result of the
availability determining means to a system-user.

Furthermore, the eighteenth invention is a program for
controlling the eleventh invention, and comprises an iden
ti?cation information acquiring step for acquiring the iden
ti?cation information from the second connecting part
approaching the ?rst connecting part, a ?rst connecting part
information storage step for storing information of the ?rst
connecting part, an availability determining step for deter
mining Whether the ?rst connecting part is available to the

[0042] The present invention is for the service providing
device in the ?rst invention, and thus the description of the
effect thereof Will be omitted so as not to be duplicated.

Furthermore, the tWelfth invention, in addition to the elev
enth invention, comprises a user information storage means
for storing information of the user Who can use the prede
termined service, and an authenticating means for authen

ticating the possessor based on the information regarding the
possessor of the second connecting part and information of
the user, Wherein the availability determining means deter
mines Whether the ?rst connecting part is available to the

second connecting part or not based on the identi?cation

information acquired in the identi?cation information
acquiring step, and a determining result notifying step for

notifying information indicating the determining result of

the availability determining step.
[0049]

The present invention is for a program for control

ling the eleventh invention, and thus the description of the

second connecting part or not also based on the authenti

effect thereof Will be omitted so as not to be duplicated. The

cating result of the authenticating means.

present invention, additionally, can employ the folloWing
aspects.
[0050] (1) The second connecting part control pro

[0043] The present invention is for the service providing
device in the second invention, and thus the description of
the effect thereof Will be omitted so as not to be duplicated.

gram according to the seventeenth invention,

Furthermore, the thirteenth invention, in addition to the
eleventh or tWelfth invention, comprises a service providing
means for providing or shutting doWn the predetermined
service based on the determining result of the availability

Wherein the identi?cation information includes
information regarding the possessor of the second

determining means.

[0044] The present invention is for the service providing
device in the third invention, and thus the description of the
effect thereof Will be omitted so as not to be duplicated.

Furthermore, the fourteenth invention, in addition to any of
the eleventh or thirteenth invention, comprises an electro
magnetic Wave sending means for poWer supply for sending
an electromagnetic Wave for poWer supply to the second

connecting part approaching the ?rst connecting part.
[0045] The present invention is for the service providing
device according to the fourth invention, and thus the
description of the effect thereof Will be omitted so as not to

be duplicated. Furthermore, the ?fteenth invention, in addi
tion to any of the eleventh through fourteenth inventions,
comprises a determining result information sending means

for sending information including the determining result by
the availability determining means to the second connecting

connecting part.
[0051] (2) The second connecting part control pro
gram according to the seventeenth invention or the

above number (1), comprising a determining result

information receiving step for receiving information
including the determining result of the availability
determining means sent from the service providing
device, and a status notifying step for notifying the
predetermined status of the second connecting part to
the ?rst connecting part to the system-user based on
the information including the determining result
received in the determining result information

receiving step.
[0052] (3) The service providing device control pro
gram according to the eighteenth invention, com
prising a user information storage step for storing
information regarding the user Who can use the

predetermined service, and an authenticating step for

part approaching the ?rst connecting part.

authenticating the possessor based on the informa
tion regarding the possessor of the second connect

[0046] The present invention is for the service providing
device in the ?fth invention, and thus the description of the

Wherein, in the availability determining step,

effect thereof Will be omitted so as not to be duplicated.

Furthermore, the siXteenth invention, in addition to any of

the tWelfth through ?fteenth inventions, comprises a price
calculating means for calculating a price to provide the
predetermined service to the apparatus.
[0047] The present invention is for the service providing
device in the siXth invention, and thus the description of the
effect thereof Will be omitted so as not to be duplicated.
Furthermore, the seventeenth invention is for a program to

control the seventh invention, and comprises an identi?ca

tion information storage step for storing the identi?cation
information of the second connecting part, and an identi?

cation information sending step for sending the identi?ca
tion information to the service providing device in response
to the request from the service providing device.
[0048]

The present invention is for a program for control

ling the seventh invention, and thus the description of the

ing part and the information regarding the user,
Whether the ?rst connecting part is available to the
second connecting part or not is determined also
based on the authenticating result of the authenticat

ing step.
[0053] (4) The service providing device control pro
gram according to the eighteenth invention or

according to the above number (3), comprising a
service providing step for providing or shutting
doWn the predetermined service based on the deter

mining result in the availability determining step.
[0054] (5) The service providing device control pro
gram according to any of the eighteenth invention

and the above numbers (1) through (4), comprising
a poWer supply electromagnetic Wave sending step
for sending an electromagnetic Wave for poWer sup

ply to the second connecting part approaching the
?rst connecting part.
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[0055] (6) The service providing device control pro
gram according to any of the eighteenth invention

and the above numbers (1) through (5), comprising
a determining result information sending step for

sending information including the determining result
of the availability determining step to the second

connecting part approaching the ?rst connecting
part.

connecting the second connecting part 21 to a ?rst connect

ing part 3k of the service providing device 3. Additionally,
the connecting-part-equipped electric apparatus 2 functions
to send the identi?cation information regarding the pos
sessor of the connecting-part-equipped electric apparatus 2
and the identi?cation information of the second connecting
part 21 to the service providing device 3 in response to a

request from the service providing device 3, and to notify
information for preventing the second connecting part from

[0056] The service providing device control program
according to any of the above numbers (3) through (6),
comprising a price calculating step for calculating a price to
provide the predetermined service to the apparatus.

being connected to a Wrong ?rst connecting part to the user.
The detail structure Will be described later.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

connecting part 3k is available to the second connecting part
21 or not by the ?rst connecting part 21 approaching the ?rst
connecting part 3k and notify the determining result to the
system-user; to provide the predetermined service to the
connected connecting-part-equipped electric apparatus 2 of

[0057]

FIG. 1 shoWs a schematic structure of a service

providing system 1A according to the present invention.
[0058]

FIG. 2 shoWs a block diagram illustrating a

detailed structure of a connecting-part-equipped electric

apparatus 2.
[0059]

FIG. 3 shoWs a block diagram illustrating a

[0069] The service providing device 3 has a ?rst connect
ing part 3k, and functions: to determine Whether the ?rst

the second connecting part 21 by connecting the available
second connecting part 21 to the ?rst connecting part 3k: and
to calculate a service charging fee based on the content of the

detailed structure of a service providing device 3.

service Which the connected connecting-part-equipped elec
tric apparatus 2 used, and to settle the service charging fee

[0060]

by using a settlement server 4 on the Internet 5. In addition,

FIG. 4 shoWs a vieW illustrating an example of a

second connecting part 21 and a ?rst connecting part 3k.
[0061] FIG. 5 shoWs a ?oWchart illustrating an operation
processing for response request after poWer supply in the

it also functions to notify the determining result to the
system-user. The detailed structure Will be described later.
[0070]

The settlement server 4 has a database of informa

connecting-part-equipped electric apparatus 2.

tion for customers Who can use service from the service

[0062]

providing device 3, and functions to authenticate the pos
sessor of the connecting-part-equipped electric apparatus 2

FIG. 6 shoWs a ?oWchart illustrating an operation

processing of the service providing device 3.

based on identi?cation information acquired from the sec

[0063] FIG. 7 shoWs a ?oWchart illustrating an operation
processing for response information from the service pro

3k of the service providing device 3, and to settle the service

viding device 3 after poWer supply in the connecting-part
equipped electric apparatus 2.

charging fee based on customer information such as banking
account number and credit card number.

[0064]

[0071] The Internet 5 is a Wide area netWork, in Which
various netWorks are interconnected World Wide, and can be
connected to a terminal apparatus such as PC through a

FIG. 8 shoWs a ?oWchart illustrating a service

providing processing of the service providing part 3j in the
service providing device 3.
[0065] FIG. 9 shoWs a ?oWchart illustrating an operating
processing of a charging fee calculating part 31 in the service

ond connecting part 21 approaching the ?rst connecting part

telephone line and a dedicated line, and information pub
lished by W (World Wide Web) servers or the like,

providing device 3.

connected to the netWork, can be broWsed by a dedicated
broWser softWare, and the Internet 5 is used in various

[0066]

applications such as net business.

FIG. 10 shoWs a schematic structure of a service

providing system 1B according to the present invention.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0067] Hereinafter, embodiments of the present invention
Will be described With reference to the draWings. FIG. 1
through FIG. 10 are embodiments of a service providing
system according to the present invention. First of all, a
structure of a service providing system according to the
present invention Will be described With reference to FIG. 1.

[0072] The detailed structure of the connecting-part
equipped electric apparatus 2 Will be described With refer
ence to FIG. 2. FIG. 2 shoWs a block diagram illustrating
a detailed structure of the connecting-part-equipped electric

apparatus 2. As shoWn in FIG. 2, the connecting-part
equipped electric apparatus 2 comprises the contactless
identi?cation tag 20, the connecting part 21 and the electric
apparatus 22. The contactless identi?cation tag 20 comprises

FIG. 1 shoWs a schematic structure of a service providing

a data receiving part 20a, a data sending part 20b, a data
control part 20c, a data storage part 20d, a status notifying

system 1A according to the present invention.

part 206, a display part 20f and a poWer generating part 20g.

[0068] As shoWn in FIG. 1, the service providing system
1A includes a connecting-part-equipped electric apparatus 2,

[0073]

a service providing device 3, a settlement server 4, and a
Wide area netWork in the form of the Internet 5. The

connecting-part-equipped electric apparatus 2 is an appara
tus including a second connecting part 21 provided With a
contactless identi?cation tag 20, and can receive a prede
termined service from the service providing device 3 by

The data receiving part 20a functions to receive

data sent from the service providing device 3 by an elec

tromagnetic induction method using an electromagnetic
Wave of 13.56 MHZ. The data sending part 20b functions to
send the predetermined data such as identi?cation informa
tion stored in the data storage part 20a' to the service

providing device 3 by an electromagnetic induction method
using an electromagnetic Wave of 13.56 MHZ.
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[0074] The data control part 20c controls data receiving

processing by the data receiving part 20a, and data sending
processing by the data sending part 20b. In addition, the data
control part 20c analyzes the received data from the service
providing device 3 and sends the analyzed result to a status

notifying part 206, or reads the corresponded data stored in
the data storage part 20d, and sends it to the status notifying
part 206. In the present embodiment, the data control part
20c sends the identi?cation information stored in the data
storage part 20a' to the service providing device 3 in
response to a response request command from the service

providing device 3.
[0075]

The data storage part 20a' is a non-volatile semi

conductor memory such as a ?ash memory, and retains data

stored once Without supplying poWer. Aprotective area (data
un-reWritable area) of the data storage part 20d stores data
necessary for operation such as information of the ?rst

connecting part 3k corresponding to each contactless iden
ti?cation tag 20 and speci?c information (identi?cation
information for possessor in the present embodiment) for the
each contactless identi?cation tag 20.
[0076] The status notifying part 206 sends a control com
mand to the display part 20f based on the information
received from the service providing device 3 through the

data receiving part 20a. The display part 20f comprises a
plurality of light-emitting elements, and noti?es a status of
the second connecting part 21 to the service providing
device 3 (connectable or not) to a user of the connecting

part-equipped electric apparatus 2 by illuminating the light
emitting elements based on the control command from the

status notifying part 206. For eXample, When the second
connecting part 21 approaches an available ?rst connecting
part 3k, the light-emitting element is visually illuminated to
blue, and When it approaches a plug-inserting part having
inserting port Which does not correspond to the right one, the
light-emitting element is visually illuminated to red. It is
also possible to blink the light-emitting element depending
on the situation. Additionally, it is also possible to display
letters or an image by illumination of light-emitting ele
ments by the control command.
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method using the data receiving part 3a and data sending
part 3b, such as data receiving from the connecting-part
equipped electric apparatus 2 and data sending to the con
necting-part-equipped electric apparatus 2. In addition, the
data control part 3c controls a processing to send data
received from the connecting-part-equipped electric appa
ratus 2 to each part.

[0079] The data storage part 3d stores program, and also
stores data received from the connecting-part-equipped elec
tric apparatus 2 and data used for processing in each part.
The data communicating part 36 functions to carry out data
communication With the settlement server 4 through the
Internet 5. The authenticating part 3f authenticates the
possessor of the connecting-part-equipped electric apparatus
2 using customer information database of the settlement
server 4 based on the identi?cation information regarding

the possessor received from the connecting-part-equipped
electric apparatus 2.

[0080] The availability determining part 3g determines
Whether the second connecting part 21 is connectable to the
?rst connecting part 3k or not, based on the identi?cation
information of the second connecting part 21 received from
the connecting-part-equipped electric apparatus 2 and the

authenticating result by the authenticating part 3]”. When
connection is not physically possible, for eXample, due to a
difference of the standards betWeen the second connecting
part 21 and the ?rst connecting part 3k, or When the
possessor is not authenticated, they are determined to be not
available.

[0081] The determining result notifying part 3h generates
a control command for controlling operation of the display
part 3i based on the determining result received from the

availability determining part 3g, and sends it to the display
part 3i. The display part 3i comprises a plurality of light
emitting elements, and noti?es the determining result to a

system-user by illuminating the light-emitting elements
based on the command generated in the determining result

notifying part 3h. For eXample, When the second connecting
part 21 is determined to be available, the light-emitting

The detailed structure of the service providing

elements are visually illuminated to blue, and When deter
mined to be not available, the light-emitting elements are

device 3 Will be described With reference to FIG. 3. FIG. 3
shoWs a block diagram illustrating a detailed structure of the

visually illuminated to red. Furthermore, it is also possible
to blink the light-emitting elements corresponding to situa

service providing device 3. As shoWn in FIG. 3, the service

tions. It is also possible to display letters or an image With
illumination of the light-emitting elements by control com
mand. In the present embodiment, the display part 3i and
display part 20f illuminate in the same color. FIG. 4 shoWs
an eXample of the second connecting part 21 and the ?rst

[0077]

providing device 3 comprises the data receiving part 3a, the
data sending part 3b, the data control part 3c, the data
storage part 3d, the data communicating part 36, the authen

ticating part 3f, the availability determining part 3g, the
determining result notifying part 3h, the display part 3i and
the service providing part 3j, the ?rst connecting part 3k and
a charging fee calculating part 31.
[0078] The data receiving part 3a functions to receive data
sent from the connecting-part-equipped electric apparatus 2

by the electromagnetic induction method. The data sending
part 3b functions to send the predetermined data to the

connecting-part-equipped electric apparatus 2 by the elec
tromagnetic induction method. The data control part 3c
integrally controls operation of each part of the service
providing device 3 by executing a control program, stored in

connecting part 3k. As shoWn in this ?gure, the display part
20f and the display part 3i illuminate in the predetermined
color by the second connecting part 21 approaching the ?rst
connecting part 3k, and the availability is noti?ed. The
display part 20f and display part 3i may be in a plurality of
numbers, and as shoWn in FIG. 4, in addition to the
illumination in the predetermined color, indication such as
“OK”, “NG” may be displayed on another display part.

[0082] When the second connecting part 21 is determined
to be able to use the ?rst connecting part 3k based on the

determining result received from the availability determin

the data storage part 3d, by CPU (Central Processing Unit),

ing part 3g, the service providing part 3j provides the

Which is not shoWn. The data control part 3c controls a data

predetermined service to the electric apparatus 22 through
the ?rst connecting part 3k and second connecting part 21

communication processing by the electromagnetic induction
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after it is con?rmed that the second connecting part 21 is
connected to the ?rst connecting part 3k. On the other hand,
When it is determined that the ?rst connecting part 3k is not
available to the second connecting part 21, the service
providing is shut doWn even if the second connecting part 21
is connected to the ?rst connecting part 3k.

the ?rst connecting part 3k. Furthermore, the authenticating
part 3f sends the authenticating request information includ

[0083] The ?rst connecting part 3k connects the electric
apparatus. 22 through the second connecting part 21 con

[0088]

nected to the ?rst connecting part 3k in such a manner that

based on the information regarding the possessor included in
this information and the customer information in the cus

the predetermined service can be received. The charging fee
calculating part 31 calculates a charging fee of the user based
on the service providing result acquired from a service
providing part 3j, and sends the calculated result to the
settlement server 4 through the data communicating part 36.

[0084] A speci?c operation of the service providing sys
tem 1A Will be described. The service providing device 3 in
the service providing system 1A is assumed to provide a
service of supplying electricity to the electric apparatus 22
as a predetermined service. A user of the connecting-part

ing the above-described acquired information on the pos
sessor of the connecting-part-equipped electric apparatus 2
to the settlement server 4 through the data control part 3c

and the data communicating part 36.
The settlement server 4, Which received the authen

ticating request information, authenticates the possessor
tomer information database, and sends this authenticating
result to the service providing device 3. The service provid
ing device 3 receives the authenticating result sent from the
settlement server 4 through the data communicating part 36
and the data control part 3c, and the data control part 3c
sends this result to the authenticating part 3]”. Furthermore,

the authenticating part 3f sends the acquired authenticating
result to the availability determining part 3g.
[0089] Upon acquiring the authenticating result from the

equipped electric apparatus 2 brings the second connecting

authenticating part 3f, the availability determining part 3g

part 21 of the connecting-part-equipped electric apparatus 2
closer to the ?rst connecting part 3k of the service providing
device 3, and then the connecting-part-equipped electric
apparatus 2 receives a response request signal from the
service providing device 3. This response request signal is
received by the contactless identi?cation tag 20 attached to
the second connecting part 20. As for the present embodi
ment, the service providing device 3 sends the response
request signal With a predetermined frequency through the
data sending part 3b by the data control part 3c.

?nally determines Whether the ?rst connecting part 3k is

[0085]

When an antenna 20h of the contactless identi?

cation tag 20 receives the response request signal from the
service providing device 3, a poWer generating part 20g

available to the second connecting part 21 or not based on

this authenticating result and the above described determin
ing result. This determining result is sent to the determining

result notifying part 3h and the service providing part 3j, and
further, sent to the connecting-part-equipped electric appa
ratus 2 through the data control part 3c and the data sending
part 3b.

[0090] Upon acquiring the determining result from the
availability determining part 3g, the determining result
notifying part 3h generates a control command for the
display part 3i based on the determining result, and sends
this command to the display part 3i. The display part 3i

generates drive poWer from the carrier Wave of this response

lights up the light-emitting elements in the predetermined

request signal, and supplies this drive poWer to each part of
the contactless identi?cation tag 20. Thus, the received
signal is demodulated and the response request is eXtracted
by the data receiving part 20a to Which poWer is supplied.

color in response to the control command received from the

In response to this response request, the identi?cation infor
mation (such as model number of the second connecting

part) for determining Whether the second connecting part 21
can connect the ?rst connecting part 3k or not, and the

information regarding the possessor of the connecting-part
equipped electric apparatus 2 are read out from the data

storage part 20d by the data control part 20c, and then this
information is sent to the service providing device 3 through
the data sending part 20b.

[0086]

On the other hand, When the service providing

device 3 receives the above-described information from the

connecting-part-equipped electric apparatus 2 through the
data receiving part 3a, the data control part 3c reads out the
information of the ?rst connecting part 3k, Which the service
providing device 3 has, from the data storage part 3d, and
sends this information to the availability determining part 3g
together With the information of the second connecting part
21. In addition, the data control part 3c sends the acquired
information on the possessor of the connecting-part

equipped electric apparatus 2 to the authenticating part 3]”.

determining result notifying part 3h and noti?es the deter
mining result to a user.

[0091] When the availability of the ?rst connecting part 3k
for the second connecting part 21 is detected, the determin
ing result notifying part 3h generates a control command to
light up the light-emitting elements so that the display part
3i becomes blue, and sends this command to the display part
3i. On the other hand, When the non-availability of the ?rst
connecting part 3k for the second connecting part 21 is

detected, the determining result notifying part 3h generates
a control command to light up the light-emitting element so

that the display part 3i becomes red, and sends this com
mand to the display part 3i.

[0092] That is, these control commands alloW the display
part 3i to light up in blue When the ?rst connecting part 3k
is available to the second connecting part 21, and to light up
in red When not available. Furthermore, upon acquiring the

determining result from the availability determining part 3g,
the service providing part 3j conducts a control for supply
ing or shutting doWn electricity based on the determining
result. In a normal state, the electricity is shut doWn. Auser

can manually set the supplying amount of electricity by

operation of the operating part (not shoWn). That is, When

[0087] The availability determining part 3g determines

the ?rst connecting part 3k is determined to be available to

Whether the ?rst connecting part 3k is available to the second
connecting part 21 or not, based on the above-described
acquired identi?cation information and the information of

the second connecting part 21, electricity is supplied to the
electric apparatus 22 through the second connecting part 21
based on the content set by the operating part after connec
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tion of the second connecting part 21 to the ?rst connecting
part 3k is con?rmed. On the other hand, When the ?rst
connecting part 3k is determined to be not available to the

antenna 20h to the service providing device 3 and ends the
processing. Furthermore, a How of the operating process of
the service providing device 3 Will be described With refer

second connecting part 21, the electricity supply is kept shut

ence to FIG. 6. FIG. 6 shoWs a How chart illustrating an

doWn if in a shutting doWn status, and electricity is shut

operating process of the service providing device 3.

doWn if being supplied.
[0093] The contactless identi?cation tag 20 in the second
connecting part 21, Which received the response information

signal including the determining result from the service
providing device 3 through the antenna 20, generates drive
poWer from the carrier Wave of the received response

information signal in the poWer generating part 20g, and
supplies the drive poWer to each part, as in the case of

receiving the above-described response request signal. This
alloWs the data receiving part 20a, to Which poWer is
supplied, to demodulate the received signal and eXtract the

[0098] As shoWn in FIG. 6, the process ?rst proceeds to
Step S600, in Which the data control part 3c sends the
response request signal to the connecting-part-equipped
electric apparatus 2 through the data sending part 3b, and the
process proceeds to Step S602. At Step S602, the data
control part 3c determines Whether the identi?cation infor
mation of the second connecting part 21 and the information
regarding the possessor of the connecting-part-equipped
electric apparatus 2 are received from the connecting-part
equipped electric apparatus 2 or not, and the process pro
ceeds to Step S604, if reception is positively determined

response information including the determining result, and

(Yes), and if reception is negatively determined (No), the

to send it to the data control part 20c. The data control part

process proceeds to Step S624.

20c sends the information acquired from the data receiving
part 20a to the status notifying part 206.

[0099] At Step S604, the data control part 3c sends the
identi?cation information of the second connecting part 21
to the availability determining part 3g, and sends the infor
mation regarding the possessor of the connecting-part

[0094] Upon receiving the information from the data con
trol part 20c, the status notifying part 206 generates and
sends a control command to control the display to the

display part 20f based on this information. Upon receiving
the control command from the status notifying part 206, the

display part 20f lights up the light-emitting elements con
stituting the display part 20f in the predetermined color
based on this command. As for the present embodiment,
When the ?rst connecting part 3k is available to the second

connecting part 21, the status notifying part 206 generates a
control command to light up the light-emitting elements in
a manner such that the display part becomes blue, and sends
this command to the display part 20]”. On the other hand,
When the ?rst connecting part 3k is not available to the

second connecting part 21, the status notifying part 206
generates a control command to light up the light-emitting
elements in a manner such that the display part 20f becomes

red, and sends this command to the display part 20f.
Thereby, When the service providing device 3 is available,
the display part 20f lights up in blue, and When the service
providing device 3 is not available, it lights up in red.

equipped electric apparatus 2 to the authenticating part 3f,
and then the process proceeds to Step S606. At Step S606,
the availability determining part 3g reads out the informa
tion of the ?rst connecting part 3k from the data storage part
3d, and determines Whether the ?rst connecting part 3k is
available to the second connecting part 21 or not in terms of
the physical match or the standard match, based on this
information and the identi?cation information of the ?rst

connecting part 3k, and then the process proceeds to Step
S608.

[0100] At Step S608, the availability determining part 3g
determines Whether the authenticating result Was acquired
from the authenticating part 3f or not, and the process

proceeds to Step S610, if acquisition Was positively deter
mined (Yes), and if acquisition Was negatively determined
(No), Waits until the acquisition. At Step S610, the avail
ability determining part 3g determines Whether the ?rst
connecting part 3k is available to the second connecting part
21 or not based on the identi?cation information at Step

[0095] Finally, a user of the connecting-part-equipped
electric apparatus 2 compares the displayed content on the
display part 20f and that on the display part 3i, and uses a

S606 and the authenticating result acquired at Step S608,
and the process proceeds to Step S612.

service by connecting the second connecting part 21 to the
?rst connecting part 3k When both of the display parts light
up in blue. Furthermore, a How of operation processing for

sends the determining result in Step S610 to the determining
result notifying part 3h and the data control part 3c, and then
the process proceeds to Step S614. At Step S614, the data

the response request after supplying poWer in the connect
ing-part-equipped electric apparatus 2 Will be described With
reference to FIG. 5. FIG. 5 shoWs a ?oWchart illustrating an

operation processing for the response request after supplying
poWer in the connecting-part-equipped electric apparatus 2.

[0096] As shoWn in FIG. 5, ?rst, proceed to Step S500,
and then proceed to Step S502 after receiving the response
request signal from the service providing device 3. At Step
S502, the data control part 20c reads out the identi?cation
information of the second connecting part 21 and the infor

mation regarding the possessor of the connecting-part
equipped electric apparatus 2 from the data storage part 20d,
and proceed to Step S504.

[0097] At Step S504, the data control part 20c sends the
information read out through the data sending part 20b. and

[0101] At Step S612, the availability determining part 3g

control part 3c generates response information based on the

acquired determining result, and the process proceeds to
Step S616.
[0102] At Step S616, the data control part 3c sends the
generated response information to the connecting-part

equipped electric apparatus 2 through the data sending part
3b, and the process proceeds to Step S618. At Step S618, the
determining result notifying part 3h generates a control
command for the display part 3i based on the acquired

determining result, and then the process proceeds to Step
S620. At Step S620, the determining result notifying part 3h
sends the generated control command to the display part 3i,
and then the process proceeds to Step S622.
[0103] At Step S622, the display part 3i illuminates the
light-emitting elements based on the acquired control com
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mand, and then the process proceeds to Step S600. When the
information from the connecting-part-equipped electric
apparatus 2 is not received at Step S602 by the data control
part 3c and the process proceeds to Step S624, the process
determines Whether the predetermined time has lapsed or
not, and the process proceeds to Step S600 if the time is
determined to have lapsed (Yes), and the process proceeds to
Step S602 if the time is determined not to have lapsed.

connecting part 21 based on the content set by the operating

part (not shoWn), and the process proceeds to Step S810. At
Step S810, it is determined Whether service providing is
ended or not, and if the service providing Was determined to

be ended (Yes), the process proceeds to Step S800, and if the
service providing Was determined not to be ended (No), the

process proceeds to Step S808.

[0104] Furthermore, a How of the operation processing for

[0110] Furthermore, at Step S804, if non-availability Was
determined and the process proceeds to Step S812, the

the response information from the service providing device
3 after supplying poWer in the connecting-part-equipped

service is shut doWn and the process proceeds to Step S800.
Furthermore, a How of the operating process of a charging

electric apparatus 2 Will be described With reference to FIG.
7. FIG. 7 shoWs a ?oWchart illustrating an operating process
for the response information from the service providing

be described With reference to FIG. 9. FIG. 9 shoWs a

device 3 after supplying poWer in the connecting-part
equipped electric apparatus 2. As shoWn in FIG. 7, the
process ?rst proceeds to Step S700, in Which the data control
part 3c receives the response information from the service

providing device 3 through the data receiving part 20a, and

fee calculating part 3l in the service providing device 3 Will

?oWchart illustrating an operating processing of charging
fee calculating part 3l in the service providing device 3.
[0111] As shoWn in FIG. 9, the process ?rst proceeds to
Step S900, and it is determined Whether the service provid
ing result is acquired from the service providing part 3j or

[0105] At Step S702, the status notifying part 206 analyZes

not, and if acquisition is positively determined (Yes), pro
ceed to Step S902, and if acquisition is negatively deter
mined (No), the process Waits until the acquisition. When
the process proceeds to Step S902, the charging fee is

the response information received from the data control part

calculated based on the service providing result per user, and

20c, and then the process proceeds to Step S704. At Step
S704, the status notifying part 206 generates a control

the process proceeds to Step S904.

sends it to the status notifying part 206, and the process

proceeds to Step S702.

command to control a display on the display part 20f based
on the analyZed result, and then the process proceeds to Step

S706. At Step S706, the ?rst status notifying part 20f sends
the generated control command to the display part 20f, and
then the process proceeds to Step S708.

[0106] At Step S708, the display part 20f illuminates the
light-emitting elements in response to the control command

[0112] At Step S904, the calculated charging fee and
information regarding the possessor of the connecting-part
equipped electric apparatus 2, Which used the service, are
sent to the settlement server 4 through the data control part

3c and data sending part 3b, and the process proceeds to Step
S900. As described above, the second connecting part 21

approaches the ?rst connecting part 3k, thereby it is possible
to knoW Whether the service providing device 3 has the ?rst

acquired from the status notifying part 206, and then the

connecting part 3k corresponding to the second connecting

process ends. Furthermore, a How of service providing

part 21 or not. Therefore, it is possible to prevent a user of

processing of the service providing part 3j in the service
providing device 3 Will be described With reference to FIG.
8. FIG. 8 shoWs a ?oWchart illustrating a service providing

processing of the service providing part 3j in the service
providing device 3.
[0107] As shoWn in FIG. 8, the process ?rst proceeds to
Step 800, in Which Whether the determining result from the
availability determining part 3g is acquired or not is deter

mined, and if acquisition is positively determined (Yes), the
process proceeds to Step S802, and if acquisition is nega
tively determined (No), the process Waits until the acquisi
tion. When the process proceeds to Step S802, the acquired
determining result is analyZed, and the process proceeds to
Step S804.
[0108] At Step S804, it is determined Whether the ?rst
connecting part 3k is available to the second connecting part
21 or not based on the determining result, and the process

proceeds to Step S806 if acquisition is positively determined
(Yes), and proceeds to Step S812 if acquisition is negatively
determined (No). When the process proceeds to Step S806,

the second connecting part 21 from connecting the second
connecting part 21 to a Wrong connecting part.
[0113] Furthermore, the service providing device 3 can
authenticate the possessor of the connecting-part-equipped
electric apparatus 2, and provide or shut doWn the service
based on the authenticating result. Therefore, for eXample,
When the connecting-part-equipped electric apparatus 2 is
stolen, it is possible to prevent the electric apparatus from
being used by a robber. It is also possible to provide service
corresponding to the authenticating result.
[0114] The data storage part 20d shoWn in FIG. 2 corre
sponds to the identi?cation information storage means
described in the ?rst, fourth, seventh and ninth inventions.

The information sending processing by the data control part
20c through the data sending part 20b and antenna 20h
correspond to the identi?cation information sending means
described in the ?rst, fourth, seventh and ninth inventions.
The receiving processing of response information by the
data control part 20c through the data receiving part 20a and
antenna 20h corresponds to the determining result informa

it is determined Whether the second connecting part 21 is
connected to the ?rst connecting part 3k or not, and if
connection is positively determined (Yes), the process pro
ceeds to Step S808, if connection is negatively determined
(No), the process Waits until connection is made.

tion receiving means described in the ?fth and tenth inven
tions. The status noti?cation processing by the status noti

[0109] When the process proceeds to Step S808, service is
provided to the electric apparatus 2 through the second

ninth inventions. The data storage part 3d corresponds to the
?rst connecting part information storage means described in

fying part 206 and the display part 20f correspond to the
status notifying means described in the ?fth and tenth

inventions. The poWer generating part 20g corresponds to
the poWer generating means described in the fourth and
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the ?rst and eleventh inventions. The receiving processing of
each information from the connecting-part-equipped electric
apparatus 2 conducted by the data control part 3c through the
data receiving part 3a corresponds to the identi?cation
information acquiring means described in the ?rst and

eleventh inventions. The availability determining processing
based on the identi?cation information of the second con

necting part 21 and the information of the ?rst connecting
part 3k in the response information generating part 36
correspond to the availability determining means described
in the ?rst through third, ?fth, eleventh through thirteenth
and ?fteenth inventions. The authenticating processing
regarding the possessor of the connecting-part-equipped

electric apparatus 2 conducted by the authenticating part 3f
and the settlement server 4 corresponds to the authenticating
means described in the second and tWelfth inventions. The

sending processing of response information to the connect

ing-part-equipped electric apparatus 2 conducted by the data
control part 3c through the data sending part 3b corresponds
to the determining result information sending means
described in the second and tWelfth inventions. The avail

ability notifying processing of the second connecting part 21
to the ?rst connecting part 3k by the determining result
notifying part 3h and the display part 3i corresponds to the
determining result notifying means described in the ?rst and
eleventh inventions. The data sending processing to the

connecting-part-equipped electric apparatus 2, using carrier
Wave of various signals, conducted by the data control part
3c through the data sending part 3b corresponds to the
electromagnetic Wave sending means for poWer supply
described in the fourth and fourteenth inventions. The ser

vice providing part 3j corresponds to the electromagnetic

a second connecting part having one end connected to the
apparatus and another end for apparent connection to

the ?rst connecting part;

the second connecting part including:
an identi?cation information storage means for storing

identi?cation information of the second connecting
part; and
an identi?cation information sending means for send

ing the identi?cation information to the service pro
viding device in response to a request from the

service providing device; and
the service providing device including:
an identi?cation information acquiring means for

acquiring the identi?cation information from the
second connecting part approaching the ?rst con

necting part;
a ?rst connecting part information storage means for

storing information of the ?rst connecting part;
an availability determining means for determining
Whether the ?rst connecting part is available to the
second connecting part based on the identi?cation

information acquired by the identi?cation informa
tion acquiring means and information of the ?rst

connecting part; and
a determining result notifying means for providing

information indicating the determining result of the
availability determining means to a system-user.

Wave sending means for poWer supply described in the third

2. The service providing system according to claim 1,

and thirteenth inventions. The charging fee calculating part
3l corresponds to the price calculating part described in the

Wherein the identi?cation information includes information
regarding a possessor of the second connecting part, and

siXth and sixteenth inventions.

further comprising:

[0115]

In the above-described embodiments, the service

providing system 1A is used as a poWer supply service.
HoWever, the system is not limited to this, but may be used
for data loading service such as music data and video data,

a user information storage -means for storing information

regarding an authoriZed user of the predetermined

service; and

and other services such as battery charging service by the
service providing system 1B shoWn in FIG. 10. The authen
ticating processing regarding the possessor of the connect
ing-part-equipped electric apparatus 2 is conducted using the

an authenticating means for authenticating the possessor
based on the information regarding the possessor of the

settlement server, hoWever, this invention is not limited to

this, but all of this processing may be conducted by the
service providing device 3.

Wherein the availability determining means determines
Whether the ?rst connecting part is available to the
second connecting part also based on the authenticating

[0116] In the above-described embodiments, all of the
service providing is conducted by the service providing

3. The service providing system according to claim 1,

second connecting part and the information of the
authoriZed user,

result of the authenticating means.

device 3. HoWever, the invention is not limited to this. To

Wherein the service providing device comprises a service

provide service such as data loading service, this system

providing means for selectively providing and shutting

may take another structure that separately prepares a server

doWn the predetermined service based on the determining
result of the availability determining means.

for a database, doWnloads the necessary data from the
server, and provides the data to the connected apparatus, for

eXample.

4. The service providing system according to claim 1,
Wherein:

the second connecting part comprises:
What is claimed is:

1. A service providing system for providing a predeter
mined service to an apparatus from a service providing

device comprising:
a ?rst connecting part provided on the service providing

device;

a contactless identi?cation tag, Wherein the contactless

identi?cation tag comprises the identi?cation infor
mation storage means, the identi?cation information
sending means, and a poWer generating means for
generating drive poWer from an electromagnetic
Wave sent from the service providing device; and

